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Welcome to Astana International 
Financial Centre (AIFC) 

Astana International Financial Centre

AIFC plays a pivotal role in 

positioning itself as a global 

centre for business and 

finance, connecting the 

economies of: 

The Central Asia 

The Caucasus 

EAEU 

West  China 

Mongolia 

Middle East

Europe

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
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Potential of AIFC 

Astana International Financial Centre

Privatisation of State Enterprises

About 40 large national companies and 160 subsidiaries and
affiliates of the Sovereign Wealth Fund “Samruk-Kazyna” have been
identified to be proposed for transfer to the competitive environment
as part of the Comprehensive Privatisation Plan for 2016-2020,
approved by the Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan. The
Astana International Exchange is defined as the main platform for
the privatization of national companies.

“Belt and Road Initiative”

The Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), an unprecedented strategy aimed
at reviving the ancient Silk Road, plays a great role in strengthening
trade and political relations between Europe and Asia. Strategically
located and business friendly Kazakhstan – often referred to as the
“Buckle” of the Belt and Road Initiative – is a key recipient of
transport-related BRI projects.

“Financial Gates”

AIFC is well-placed to become Eurasian gate providing trade and
financial flows between East and West countries. In the Global
Competitiveness Index of the World Economic Forum 2019,
Kazakhstan ranked 55th out of 141, taking second place among
countries in the Eurasian region. In the world 

according to the 

Global Financial 

Centres Index 

(GFCI)

72nd Rank 18th Rank 

In promotion and 

development of Islamic 

Finance according to 

the Global Islamic 

Finance Report

25th Rank 

According to the 

World’s Bank 

“Doing Business” 

2019 report

55th Rank 

In the Global 

Competitiveness 

Index of the World 

Economic Forum 

2019



AIFC structure and 

strategic directions
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AIFC Strategic Directions

Astana International Financial Centre

The main goal of the AIFC is to develop a non-banking financial sector and create favourable conditions for investing. Positioning Nur-Sultan

as the main financial centre in the region should be achieved through the implementation of the following five strategic directions.

Capital Markets
A regulatory environment that is 

similar to other international jurisdictions 

and a technology platform with industry 

standard protocols that connects the Astana 

International Exchange with the global 

investors and brokers are established.

Financial Technologies
A legal regime has been launched by the AIFC to test new FinTech 

products in a light Regulatory Sandbox regime, along with a 

specialised regulatory environment (the FinTech Lab), which allows 

companies to offer their innovative financial services in a 

safe environment, without the full burden of regulatory 

requirements.

Islamic Finance
The AIFC is forming a fully-fledged market for Islamic finance. It has 

created the conditions for Islamic securities to be issued on the 

Astana International Exchange. The AIFC also registered the first 

companies operating in the field of Islamic finance, including Islamic 

Bank, the Waqf Fund Investment Fund, Islamic FinTech 
organisations, as well as legal and consulting companies.

Asset Management
The AIFC leverages its geographical 

position to provide international investors 

with access to Central Asia markets and 

opens opportunities for private equity, as 

well as hedge funds and real estate funds 

to add diversity to their portfolios.

Private Banking
A favourable and reliable regulatory 

framework is established based on the 

positive experience of the world’s leading 

private equity and wealth management 

centres such as Switzerland, Singapore, 

Luxembourg and the UAE. 
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AIFC Structure

Astana International Financial Centre

AIFC Independent Bodies

AIFC Management Council

Governor of AIFC

AIFC 

Authority

Astana Financial 

Services Authority

AIFC 

Court
International 

Arbitration Centre

AIFC Key Players

Astana International 

Exchange

AIFC 

FinTech Hub
AIFC Green 

Finance Centre
AIFC BCPD 

Professionals  

AIFC 

Expat Centre

AIFC 

Business Connect 

Creates all the necessary

conditions for the activities of

bodies, structural units,

participants and employees of

the AIFC.

Regulates financial services

and related activities in the

AIFC, develops regulated

financial services acts and

supervises the activities of the

AIFC participants.

Represents the first

independent legal system of

Common (English) Law in the

region to resolve civil and

commercial disputes.

Acts as an independent, cost-

effective and operational

alternative to litigation. It

offers arbitration, mediation

and other forms of alternative

dispute resolution.
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AIFC Key Players

Astana International Financial Centre

Created to ensure accelerated integration of foreign citizens into
the Kazakhstan’s business community through the provision of a
wide range of government (500+) and social services for foreign
customers on the principle of "one window“. The entire support
system is in English.

Astana International Exchange is a high-tech stock exchange that

provides a full business cycle of financial services, including

securities trading, clearing and settlement.

Opens the gates for international entrepreneurs, start-ups,

industry experts, offering modern infrastructure, transparent and

flexible regulation to enter the markets of Asia and Europe.

The AIFC Bureau aims to develop human capital within and

outside of the AIFC eco-system by creating a platform for

continuous professional development, building and supporting

professional communities, promoting international certifications,

organizing events to improve financial and investment literacy.

Green Finance Centre develops a green finance policy, assists

players of the Kazakhstan’s market and the region that issue

green bonds, raises public awareness about green finance.

Focuses on driving economic impact into Kazakhstan through

AIFC by defining suitable projects and structures for potential

participation’s investment in the Republic of Kazakhstan.
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Liberalized Currency Control

Transactions of AIFC Participants may be denominated and executed in a currency agreed between them. Trades at Astana
International Exchange are to be denominated and executed in US dollars, euro, RNB, rubles & tenge.

Worldwide Regulatory Standards & Court

Independent regulator of financial and non-financial services provided on the AIFC territory was registered. AIFC Court
represents the region’s first independent judicial system of common law resolution of civil and commercial disputes.

English Language

The official language of AIFC is English. AIFC Acts, court proceedings, records, all transactions, responses to requests must
be in English.

Preferential Tax Regime

AIFC participants are exempted from corporate tax income received from providing the financial and ancillary services as
well as from capital gains until 2066. Their foreign employees are similarly exempted from individual income tax.

k Exchange

In 2019 the United Kingdom’s HM Revenue and Customs granted the Astana International Exchange “Recognized Stock
Exchange” status.

Astana International Financial Centre

AIFC Benefits

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Liberalized Currency Control

Worldwide Regulatory Standards & Court

English Language

Preferential Tax Regime

Recognised Stock Exchange
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Astana International Financial Centre

World Class Legal Environment

Common Law Court System✓

AIFC Court is independent in its activities. It operates in accordance with the best international standards for resolving civil

and commercial disputes in the AIFC.

Jurisdiction✓

The AIFC Court has exclusive jurisdiction over consideration and resolution of disputes arising between the participants of

the AIFC, the bodies of the AIFC and (or) their foreign employees. Controversy submitted by mutual consent to the AIFC

Court is also considered in the jurisdiction of the AIFC Court.

Execution of Decisions✓

Decisions of the AIFC Court are guided with a reliable system of law enforcement in the Republic of Kazakhstan. Decisions

of the AIFC Court are enforceable in China, India, the United Arab Emirates, Turkey, Pakistan, the CIS countries and other

countries that have international agreements with the Republic of Kazakhstan.

Advanced Solutions and Efficiency✓

The AIFC court provides an opportunity to remotely participate in court proceedings from anywhere in the world. It also

provides special expedited procedure for the consideration of small claims up to $150,000.
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Astana International Financial Centre

The Rt. Hon. The Lord Mance

Chief Justice Lord Mance is the Head of the
Judiciary of the AIFC Court. He is former
Deputy President of the Supreme Court of
the United Kingdom. He retired from the UK
Supreme Court in 2018.

Mr. Christopher Campbell-Holt

Mr. Campbell-Holt is responsible for the day
to day management and administration of the
Court. He has many years of international
legal experience gained in the UK, US,
Middle East, and Eurasia.

The Rt. Hon. Sir 
Robin Jacob

The Rt. Hon. Sir 
Stephen Richards

Andrew Spink 
QC

The Rt. Hon. The 
Lord Faulks QC

The Rt. Hon. Sir 
Rupert Jackson

The Rt. Hon. Sir 
Jack Beatson FBA

Thomas Montagu-
Smith QC

Charles Banner 

QC
Alan Maclean 

QC

Patricia 
Edwards

Chief Justice and Justices 
of the AIFC Court



AIFC Expat Centre
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Astana International Financial Centre

The AIFC Expat Centre has been created in order to provide foreign citizens with favourable conditions for entry and stay, 
with the easiest possible adaptation and overall social integration in Kazakh society based on the one-stop-shop principle. 

Migration and visa regime preferences:

― Visa-migration and related services;

― Taxpayer registration and other services of tax authorities;

― Electronic digital signature (for e-government services);

― Notary and translation services;

― Document photo station service;

― Payment terminals;

― Call-centre services;

― Other services, including finding accommodation, 
educational institutions, medical centres, 
insurance companies, 
logistics companies, 
etc.).

― Citizens of 45 countries (including OECD countries, Malaysia, Monaco, the UAE and Singapore) are granted the right 
to a visa-free entry to Kazakhstan for the period of up to 30 days;

― AIFC participants are granted the right to attract a foreign workforce without needing to obtain work permits for them; 

― Work visas at the invitation of the AIFC bodies and participants are now issued for up to five years; 

― Simplified visa procedures.

✓

✓

✓

✓

Services offered by AIFC Expat Centre:

AIFC Expat Centre
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AIFC Expat Centre

Astana International Financial Centre



Starting a business at 

AIFC
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Branch 

― Recognised

Company 

― Recognised

General 

Partnership 

― Recognised

Limited 

Partnership 

― Recognised

Limited Liability 

Partnership

Re-domiciliation to 

AIFC

― A Foreign Company 

may, if authorised* 

by the laws of the 

jurisdiction in which 

it is incorporated, 

apply to the 

Registrar of 

Companies for the 

continuation of the 

Foreign Company 

as a Company

Start a business at AIFC

Choose a Legal Form1

New company

― Public Company

― Private Company

― Special Purpose 

Company

― Investment 

Company

― Non-profit 

Incorporated 

Organisation

― General 

Partnership 

― Limited 

Partnership 

― Limited Liability 

Partnership

― Foundation

Regulated 

activity

― Capital 

Markets

― Asset 

Management

― Islamic 

Finance

― Financial 

Technologies

― Private 

Banking

S
ta

g
e

P
ro

c
e

s
s

Market activity

Operating:

― an Exchange

― a Clearing 

House

― a Private E-

currency 

Trading 

Facility

― a Loan 

Crowdfunding 

Platform

― an Investment 

Crowdfunding 

Platform

Ancillary 

services

― Legal 

Services

― Audit 

Services

― Accounting 

Services

― Consulting 

Services

― Credit Rating 

Services 

Non-regulated 

Market activity

― Holding 

Company

― E-commerce

― IT

― Other

Choose an Activity2

Registration Process Authorisation Process
Authorisation

is not required

Astana International Financial Centre

*Transfer of incorporation is not available for Kazakhstani entities  
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Astana International Financial Centre

Registration Process

― Meetings

― Choosing organizational-

legal form

― Preparation of documents

― Preparation of 

applications

― Submission of documents 

― Materially Complete 

Check

― Initial review

― Application Acceptance

― Registration fee (300$**)

― Evaluation of proposed 

registration details

― Request more information 

― Provision of signed 

documents

― Awaiting Business 

Identification Number 

from the Ministry of 

Justice

― Issue of Certificate of 

Incorporation 

― Handover to Supervision

Application Assessment MoJ RegistrationPre-application

16 *Please note, the timeline depends on the applicant and documents regarding AIFC acts

2 weeks 1 week 3 – 4 business days Approx. 1 month1 week
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Astana International Financial Centre

Authorisation Process (for regulated, market activities and ancillary 
services)

― Meetings

― Choosing organizational-

legal form

― Preparation of 

documents

― Preparation of 

applications

― Submission of 

documents 

― Materially Complete 

Check

― Initial review

― Application Acceptance

― Registration fee (300$**)

― Evaluation of proposed 

registration details

― Request more 

information 

― Provision of signed 

documents

― Awaiting Business 

Identification Number 

from the Ministry of 

Justice

― Issue of Certificate of 

Incorporation 

― Handover to Supervision

― Meetings

― Preparation of documents

― MoU with current Regulator

― Agreement with the applicant

― Submission of documents 

― Materially Complete Check

― Initial review

― Application Acceptance

― Evaluation against assessment 

criteria

― Interviews

― Request more information 

― Recommendation of the 

Committee

― Order

― Handover to Supervision

― Press release, if necessary

N
e

w
 l
ic

e
n

s
e

R
e

c
o

g
n

it
io

n
 o

f 
 e

x
is

ti
n

g
 l
ic

e
n

s
e

 

Application Assessment In principle approval AuthorisationPre-application

Application Assessment Authorisation (Recognition)Pre-application

17 *Please note, the timeline depends on the applicant and documents regarding AIFC acts
*Please note, in case of authorization of Ancillary Service Provider the timeline may be shorter



Our Partners
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Multifunctional Area for the Global Community of Investors

AIFC Participants

633 registered companies from 45 countries

Brokers

Astana International Exchange trading members have totaled 25 companies, including two largest brokers in China and

Wood & Co, a leading investment bank focusing on emerging markets.

Astana International Financial Centre
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AIFC Partners

Astana International Financial Centre

Strategic partners of the AIX are the world's leading stock exchanges and financial institutions, which will help increase

liquidity in the capital market, as well as provide a modern trading platform for the AIFC Exchange:



How we can help?
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AIFC Business Connect

Astana International Financial Centre

2. Structuring Projects 3. Going to Market1. Sourcing Projects

defining and
sourcing suitable 

investment projects

structuring projects 
into suitable and 

recognisable models

- matching investors with 
suitable projects;

- providing segment 
knowledge and network

Energy

Oil & Gas, Electricity, 
Alternative Energy, etc.

Mining

Copper, Lithium, Gold, 
Silver, Ferrous, etc.

Agriculture

Wheat, barley, cotton, 
sugar, wool, cattle, etc. 

Finance

Green Finance, Islamic 
Finance, Crypto, etc.

Who we are?

AIFC Business Connect has been formed with a
goal of attracting new AIFC participants and
supporting existing ones. AIFC Business Connect
have already attracted international banks, multiple
global law firms, tech companies from USA and
Europe, and international asset management firms

We are highly motivated professionals with
extensive work experience in investment, asset
management, due diligence, audit and finance of
various types of industry projects (mining, oil and
gas, commercial, logistics, renewables, banking
sectors and etc.).

How we 

can help?

Investment 

projects
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Who trusts us:

Major Kazakh associations

International development banks and financial 

institutions

Local and international private equity funds

Second-tier banks

National centers for supporting and stimulating the 

economy of Kazakhstan

International investors

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

MOU’s and NDA’s 

concluded36 projects in 
the pipeline218 contacts in network150

Mining

Transport

Finance

Construction

Agriculture

Energy

(including 

RES)

Oil&gas

Chemical 

industry

Initiators and holders of perspective projects in 

the following sectors:

Astana International Financial Centre
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Source Investors

State-Owned Enterprises

Private Equity Funds
VPE Capital, ADM Capital, Resource 

Capital Group

Second-Tier Banks

Consulting Firms

Investment Council

Private equity funds

KIDF, Baiman

Centres for Development

Astana & Almaty Invest, Atameken, China 

Chamber of Commerce, KZ Chamber of 

International Commerce

Special Economic Zones

14 Special Economic Zones

Associations

Mining and Oil Service, Renewables, 

Agriculture 

Private Foreign Investors

Supranational Entities

Private Local Investors

Embassies

US, UK, France, Germany, Italy, China, India, 

Japan 

State-Owned Enterprises 

Kazakh Invest

SK Invest

Baiterek Holding

Tau-ken Samruk

DBK

KazAgro Finance

Qazgeology

Kazakh Export

United Chemical Company

QazTrade

Deal advisory services:
- Due diligence (financial, tax, legal, technical)

- SPA assistance

- Legal structuring services

EBRD, ADB, EDB, IFC, IDB

Social-entrepreneurial corporations 

SEC Aqjayik, SEC Shymkent 

Projects prioritisation

Project 

verification

Deal 

structuring

AIFC 

de-risking 

platform

Market

knowledge

Deal

Access to a specialised investment 

platform that enables selection of 

investors based on geographical, 

industry and other criteria

Financing via crowdfunding 

platforms (I-Kapitalist)

Investment Banks

Bridging Bankable Opportunities with Investor Capital

24

Astana International Financial Centre
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Our team

✓ over 14 years of 

investment 

management 

experience;

✓ candidate of CFA 

Level II Program;

✓ MSc in Corporate 

Finance from Cass 

Business School

✓ over 14 years of

audit and asset 

management

experience;

✓ ACCA-qualified 

professional; 

✓ Sloan MSc in 

Strategy and 

Leadership from 

London Business 

School

✓ Bachelor in Math-

intensive 

Economics from 

Nazarbayev 

University

✓ A multiple awardee 

of the grants from 

the Fund for 

American Studies, 

LSBF (Singapore) 

and others

✓ over 10 years of 

audit and finance 

experience

✓ ACCA holder of 

fundamental levels 

of papers

✓ Bachelor in 

Accounting and 

Audit from Aktobe 

State University

✓ over 9 years of 

experience in 

audit, finance and 

deal structuring

✓ ACCA-qualified 

professional

✓ Bachelor in

Agricultural 

Economics and 

Management from 

Purdue  University 

✓ over 10 years of 

experience in audit 

and deal advisory 

consulting;

✓ ACCA-qualified

professional; 

✓ Bachelor in 

Accounting from 

KIMEP with honors

✓ over 3 years of 

experience in 

management 

consulting, strategy 

and operations

✓ Bachelor in 

Mechanical 

Engineering from 

Nazarbayev 

University

Asset and investment 

management expertise

Consulting and deal 

advisory experience
Extensive industry 

knowledge

Audit, financial reporting 

and analysis skills
Capital markets 

understanding

Astana International Financial Centre

Almaz 

Amanzholov

Senior Director of 

Deals Division

Nurlan

Yesmagambetov

Director of Deals 

Sourcing

Arman Batayev

Deputy Director

Alima Salykova

Senior Manager

Yelena Ten

Senior Manager

Yerkhan

Kosmagambetov

Manager

Anel Abdirova

Team Assistant
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Contacts

Website: bc.aifc.kz/ru/find-project-or-investor/

Questionnaire for finding an
Investor or Project

Website: bc.aifc.kz

email: deals@aifc.kz

tel.: +7 (700) 090-90-02

Deals Sourcing department
AIFC Business Connect


